Predicting P-glycoprotein substrates by a quantitative structure-activity relationship model.
A quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) model has been developed to predict whether a given compound is a P-glycoprotein (Pgp) substrate or not. The training set consisted of 95 compounds classified as substrates or non-substrates based on the results from in vitro monolayer efflux assays. The two-group linear discriminant model uses 27 statistically significant, information-rich structure quantifiers to compute the probability of a given structure to be a Pgp substrate. Analysis of the descriptors revealed that the ability to partition into membranes, molecular bulk, and the counts and electrotopological values of certain isolated and bonded hydrides are important structural attributes of substrates. The model fits the data with sensitivity of 100% and specificity of 90.6% in the jackknifed cross-validation test. A prediction accuracy of 86.2% was obtained on a test set of 58 compounds. Examination of the eight "mispredicted" compounds revealed two distinct categories. Five mispredictions were explained by experimental limitations of the efflux assay; these compounds had high permeability and/or were inhibitors of calcein-AM transport. Three mispredictions were due to limitations of the chemical space covered by the current model. The Pgp QSAR model provides an in silico screen to aid in compound selection and in vitro efflux assay prioritization.